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According to Austin (1971: 122), the meaning of an utterance can be analysed in two factors: the situation s the utterance refers to, and the utterance's descriptive content σ. The utterance is true iff σ adequately classifies s, that is, iff the situation referred to "is of a type with which the sentence is correlated by the descriptive conventions" of the language.

Different interpretations of Austin's view have been put forward in the literature. Two main questions arise in this respect: first, what is 'the situation referred to'? Second, what is the utterance's 'descriptive content'? One common answer to the first question must be ruled out from the outset because it is too uncharitable an interpretation of Austin's view: The situation referred to by an utterance such as 'The cat is on the mat' cannot be the state of affairs represented by the utterance, that is, the cat's being on the mat, for then there would be no way for an utterance to be false — the utterance's descriptive content would be built into the situation referred to. A better interpretation, close to the letter of Austin's writings, takes the situation referred to be a complex consisting of all the entities (things, times, places, etc.) referred to in the utterance. Let us assume that 'the cat' and 'the mat' are referring expressions in such a way that 'The cat is on the mat' refers to the cat c, to the mat m and to the time of utterance τ. The situation referred to, therefore, is the sequence <c, m, τ>, while the descriptive content of the utterance is a Russellian 'propositional function', expressible by the open sentence 'x is on y at t'. Austin's definition of truth thus entails that:

'The cat is on the mat' is true iff <c, m, τ> satisfies 'x is on y at t'

Such an interpretation of Austin was offered (and elaborated) by Herman Cappelen and Josh Dever in a seminar in Berkeley in 1994.

A third interpretation is due to Barwise and Etchemendy (1987). Instead of construing the descriptive content of the utterance as exclusive of all demonstrative elements, as Austin himself does, they construe it as a proposition in the traditional sense, say, as a Kaplanian content. Thus the descriptive content of 'The cat is on the mat' is the singular proposition consisting of the 'on' relation and the above-mentioned sequence:

<On, <c, m, τ>>
The situation referred to, for Barwise and Etchemendy, is the portion of reality the speaker intends to be saying something about. To be sure, this situation is normally indicated by various elements in the sentence, elements which are governed by those 'demonstrative conventions' of which Austin says that they determine the situation referred to. Thus the present tense indicates that the speaker intends to talk about what's going at the time of utterance, and the referring expression 'the cat' indicates that it is the whereabouts of the cat that the speaker is concerned with. The point of the Barwise-Etchemendy proposal, however, is that the situation talked about need not be linguistically articulated. They give the following example:

If the sentence "Claire has the ace of hearts" is used to describe a particular poker hand, then on the Austinian view the speaker has made a claim that the relevant situation is of the type in which Claire has the ace of hearts. Notice that such a claim could fail simply because Claire wasn't present, even if Claire had the ace of hearts in a card game across town. (Barwise and Etchemendy 1987: 29)

The particular poker hand the speaker is commenting on is not linguistically articulated; it is given only by the context. That is why the situation talked about cannot be merely that to which the sentence (token) is correlated by what Austin calls the demonstrative conventions of the language.1 A more significant departure from Austin, however, is the claim that the entities referred to by the demonstrative constituents of the sentence (e.g. Claire, referred to by the proper name 'Claire') can themselves be constitutive of the descriptive content of the utterance. In the present example, Barwise and Etchemendy take the descriptive content to be the singular proposition that Claire has the ace of hearts. That proposition determines a type of situation, viz. the type of situation in which Claire has the ace of hearts. In Barwise's and Etchemendy's framework, the utterance says of the particular poker hand talked about that it is a situation of that type.

Though it significantly departs from the letter of Austin's writings, the Barwise-Etchemendy interpretation is faithful to its spirit. It entails that the content of every utterance, whether indexical or not, depends upon the context (since it is the context which determines what counts as the situation referred to); a view which certainly was Austin's. Be that as it may, I find the Barwise-Etchemendy view interesting in its own

1 Note, however, the we could include among the 'demonstrative conventions' of the language conventions which concern non-linguistic aspects of the utterance (such as the direction of the gaze of the speaker, and so forth). See Beeson 1979.
right, and it is that view which I will elaborate in this paper. What I find most interesting in that view is the claim that there are two levels of truth-evaluable content, two propositions which an utterance expresses: a content in the classical, Kaplanian sense (e.g., for the utterance 'Claire has the ace of hearts', the proposition that Claire has the ace of hearts); and an 'Austinian' proposition, to the effect that the situation talked about supports that content.

§ 1.2 The debate over 'what is said'

One reason why I am interested in elaborating the semantic theory suggested by the Barwise-Etchemendy interpretation of Austin is that it connects up with recent discussions in pragmatics, concerning the notion of 'what is said'. In this section I summarize those discussions.

Anyone who has reflected on the sentence meaning/utterance meaning distinction knows that a simple distinction is in fact insufficient. Two equally important distinctions must be made.

• First, there is the distinction between the linguistic meaning of a sentence-type, and what is said (the proposition expressed) by an utterance of the sentence. For example, the English sentence 'I am French' has a certain meaning which, qua meaning of a sentence-type, is not affected by changes in the context of utterance. This context-independent meaning contrasts with the context-dependent propositions which the sentence expresses with respect to particular contexts. Thus 'I am French', said by me, expresses the proposition that I am French; if you utter the sentence, it expresses a different proposition, even though its linguistic meaning remains the same across contexts of use.

• Second, we have the distinction between what is actually said and what is merely 'conveyed' by the utterance. My utterance of 'I am French' expresses the proposition that I am French, but there are contexts in which it conveys much more. Suppose that, having been asked whether I can cook, I reply: 'I am French'. Clearly my utterance (in this context) provides an affirmative answer to the question. The meaning of the utterance in such a case includes more than what is literally said; it also includes what the utterance 'implicates'.

'What is said' being a term common to both distinctions, we end up with a triad:

---

2 The basic insight underlying that view can also be found in McCarthy 1993.
The distinguishing characteristic of sentence meaning (the linguistic meaning of the sentence-type) is that it is conventional and context-independent. Moreover, in general at least, it falls short of constituting a complete proposition, i.e. something truth-evaluable. In contrast, both 'what is said' and 'what is implicated' are context-dependent and propositional. The difference between 'what is said' and 'what is implicated' is that the former is constrained by sentence meaning in a way in which the implicatures aren't. What is said results from fleshing out the meaning of the sentence (which is like a semantic 'skeleton') so as to make it propositional. The propositions one can arrive at through this process of 'fleshing out' are constrained by the skeleton which serves as input to the process. Thus 'I am French' can express an indefinite number of propositions, but the propositions in question all have to be compatible with the semantic potential of the sentence; that is why the English sentence 'I am French' cannot express the proposition that kangaroos have tails. There is no such constraint on the propositions which an utterance of the sentence can communicate through the mechanism of implicature. Given enough background, an utterance of 'I am French' might implicate that kangaroos have tails. What's implicated is implicated by virtue of an inference, and the inference chain can (in principle) be as long and involve as many background assumptions as one wishes.

The basic triad can be mapped back onto the simple sentence meaning/speaker's meaning distinction by grouping together two of the three levels. There are two ways to do it, corresponding to two interpretations for the triad. The first interpretation stresses the close connection between sentence meaning and what is said; together, sentence meaning and what is said constitute the literal meaning of the utterance as opposed to what the speaker means:

- **sentence meaning**
  - **what is said**
  - **what is implicated**

**Sentence Meaning**

- **Literal Meaning**
  - **Sentence Meaning**
  - **What is Said**

**Speaker's Meaning**
The other interpretation stresses the commonality between what is said and what is implicated, both of which are taken to be pragmatically determined:

sentence meaning

vs.

what is said

speaker's meaning

what is implicated

Essential to this interpretation is the claim that 'what is said', though constrained by the meaning of the sentence, is not as tightly constrained as is traditionally thought.

The first interpretation corresponds to a widespread doctrine which I call pragmatic Minimalism. According to that doctrine, 'what is said' departs from the meaning of the sentence (and incorporates contextual elements) only when this is necessary to 'complete' the meaning of the sentence and make it propositional. In other words, the distance between sentence meaning and what is said is kept to a minimum (hence the name 'Minimalism'). Thus an indexical sentence such as 'He is tall' does not express a complete proposition unless a referent has been contextually assigned to the demonstrative pronoun 'he', which acts like a free variable in need of contextual instantiation. 'Saturation' (or, in Kent Bach's terminology, 'completion') is the contextual process whereby the meaning of such a sentence is completed and made propositional. Other contextual processes — e.g. the inference process generating implicatures — are semantically optional in the sense that the aspects of meaning they generate are dispensable: The utterance would still express a complete proposition without them. According to Minimalism, those extra constituents of meaning which are not necessary for propositionality are external to what is said. The only justification for including some pragmatically determined constituent of meaning into what is said (as opposed to what is merely conveyed) is the indispensability of such a constituent — the fact that the utterance would not express a complete proposition if the context did not provide such a constituent.

As an illustration, consider examples (1) and (2), respectively borrowed from Sperber and Wilson (1986) and Kent Bach (1994):

(1) I've had breakfast
(2) You are not going to die

Arguably, the first sentence, 'I've had breakfast', expresses the proposition that the speaker has had breakfast before the time of utterance. Strictly speaking this
proposition would be true if the speaker had had breakfast twenty years ago and never since. That is clearly not what the speaker means (when she answers the question 'Do you want something to eat' and replies 'I've had breakfast'); she means something much more specific, namely that she's had breakfast this morning. This aspect of speaker's meaning, however, has to be construed as external to what is said and as being merely conveyed, in the same way in which the utterer of 'I am French' implies, but does not say, that he is a good cook. That is so because the 'minimal' interpretation, to the effect that the speaker's life was not entirely breakfastless, is sufficient to make the utterance propositional without having to bring in the implicit reference to a particular time.

The same thing holds for the other example. Kent Bach, to whom it is due, imagines a child crying because of a minor cut and her mother uttering (2) in response. What is meant is: 'You're not going to die from that cut'. But literally the utterance expresses the proposition that the kid will not die tout court — as if he or she was immortal. The extra element contextually provided (the implicit reference to the cut) is not necessary for the utterance to express a complete proposition, hence it does not constitute a component of what is said in the minimalist sense.

Opposed to Minimalism is pragmatic Maximalism — the view I have defended and elaborated over the years (Recanati 1993, 1995). According to that view, the relevant distinction is not between mandatory and optional contextual processes, but between those that are 'primary' and those that are 'secondary'. Primary pragmatic processes help determine what is said; secondary pragmatic processes are inferential processes: they take 'what is said' as input and yield further propositions (the implicatures) as output. Now primary pragmatic processes include not only saturation, but also 'optional' processes such as free enrichment. That is so because, in general, the notion of 'what is said' we need to capture the input to secondary, inferential processes already incorporates contextual elements of the optional variety. In the examples above, the speaker implies various things by saying what she does: she implies that she is not hungry, or that the cut is not serious. Those implicatures can be worked out only if the speaker is recognized as expressing the proposition that she's had breakfast this morning, or that the child won't die from that cut.
What is said in the maximalist sense corresponds to the intuitive truth-conditions of the utterance, that is, to the content of the statement as the participants in the conversation themselves would gloss it. In contrast, the literal truth-conditions posited as part of the Minimalist analysis turn out to be very different from the intuitive truth-conditions which untutored conversational participants would ascribe to the utterance. Minimalist theorists acknowledge (and sometimes even applaud) this divorce between what is said as a theoretical entity and our intuitions of what is said. Maximalists like myself find it unbearable: insofar as 'saying' is a particular form of meaning, the statement which is made by uttering a sentence depends upon, and can hardly be severed from, the speaker's publicly recognizable intentions.

§1.3 Austinian propositions and minimal content

It has been suggested that the dispute may be verbal to some extent. Why should we not distinguish two notions of what is said: a purely semantic, minimalist notion, and a pragmatic notion ('what is stated' as opposed to what is implied)? If we accept this suggestion (voiced by Nathan Salmon, 1991 and Kent Bach, 1994), we end up with four levels instead of three:
Such a compromise view would seem to be acceptable to both the Minimalist and the Maximalist. The Minimalist wants to isolate a purely semantic notion of content, that is, a notion of the content of a sentence (with respect to a context) which is compositionally determined and takes pragmatic elements on board only when this is necessary. The Maximalist wants to capture the intuitive notion of 'what is said' (as opposed to what is implied) and stresses that what is said in that sense is, to a large extent, determined in a top down manner by the context. Both notions can be had simultaneously if one accepts to replace the traditional triad by a four-level picture.

Is the suggested compromise workable? Ultimately I don't think it is, but I agree that we should try to go as far as we can in that oecumenical direction. It is here that Austinian semantics can be most useful. Remember the main claim: An utterance is true iff the situation \( s \) it refers to supports the fact \( \sigma \) it expresses. The complete truth-conditional content of an utterance therefore is:

\[ s \models \sigma \]
This complete content, or Austinian proposition, is distinct from the proposition $\sigma$ on the right hand side of the support sign $|=\;$. So there are two levels of content, two propositions which every utterance expresses: the fact $\sigma$ which is stated, and the Austinian proposition to the effect that the situation of reference supports that fact.

There is much in common between the right hand side $\sigma$ in the Austinian proposition (I call it the 'nucleus') and minimalist content. Consider the examples I gave to illustrate Minimalism:

(1) I've had breakfast
(2) You're not going to die

In the Austinian framework we can put the meaning constituent generated by free enrichment on the situational side, and keep the nucleus 'minimal' or nearly so. Thus in (1) the speaker refers to a temporally circumscribed situation (viz. the situation on the day of utterance) and characterizes it as a situation in which the speaker has had breakfast. In the same way, the mother who utters (2) refers to the specific situation brought about by the child's cut, and characterizes it as a situation in which the child does not die. The proposition on the right hand side of the Austinian formula is thus exactly what the sentence seems to express; there is no need to consider the sentence as somehow 'elliptical'. The same thing holds for the cases in which a quantifier is contextually restricted: the contextual domain of the quantifier is nothing other than the situation talked about, in the Austinian framework (Recanati 1996). It follows that the nucleus itself is unaffected by contextual restrictions on the domain of quantification. The Austinian framework, therefore, helps us to implement the compromise view imagined by Salmon and Bach. As in the latter we have four levels, with the notion of 'what is said' split in two:

- sentence meaning
- what is said$_1$: nucleus
- what is said$_2$: Austinian proposition
- what is implicated

Ultimately, I think the equation between nucleus and minimal content will have to be given up (see §5.2 below). Still, there is a rather obvious similarity between them, and interpreting the nucleus in this light — that is, as an approximation of the sort of 'literal content' the Minimalist has in mind — usefully constrains our understanding of situations and the general form which Austinian semantics must take.
II. THE 'SUPPORT' RELATION

§2.1 Situations, facts, and worlds

According to Austinian semantics, utterances refer to situations and what they say (their Kaplanian content) is predicated of those situations. But what are situations? When confronted with this question, we should be wary of conflating situations in the ordinary sense and situations in the technical sense. The technical notion of situation we find in situation theory has much wider application than the ordinary notion. Situations, in the ordinary sense, are 'eventualities' — perhaps a specific sub-class of 'stative' eventualities. Eventualities are a special type of entity, distinct from other types (e.g. individual objects, groups, places, or times). But every entity, of whatever sort, is a 'situation' in the technical sense, insofar as we can think of it and store information about it. At least this is how I will elaborate the notion of 'situation' which is at the center of Austinian semantics.

The reason why I keep using the possibly misleading term 'situation' is this. A situation in the ordinary sense supports facts and can be seen as a micro-universe (the world itself being 'the collection of all the facts', as Wittgenstein wrote). Take the situation here and now as I am writing this. It contains a number of facts: the fact that I am typing on my computer, the fact that my children are playing with a cat and keep interrupting me, etc. Situations in the ordinary sense contain entities having properties and standing in relation to one another. That feature is precisely what the technical notion of 'situation' is meant to capture (and to generalize). What characterizes situations in the technical sense is their double nature: They are entities and, qua entities, they have properties and bear relations to other entities; at the same time they are like a micro-universe containing entities having properties and bearing relations to other entities. We capture this double nature by associating each entity (each situation) with a set of facts (the factual set of the entity).

Facts, or states of affairs, are triples consisting of an n-place relation, a sequence of n appropriate arguments, and a polarity which is + if the relation obtains between the arguments and - if it doesn't. (A fact is negative if the polarity is '−'. By default, a fact is considered as positive; thus I will often omit the '+' sign in what follows.) The items in the sequence of arguments are called the (material) constituents of the fact. Each situation determines a set of facts, namely the set of facts in which the situation itself is a constituent. Thus consider the situation $s = \text{London in the 19th century}$. Suppose it's a

---

3 The *formal* constituents of a fact are the n-place relation and the polarity.
fact that: *in 19th century London, poor children used to work hard.* That fact concerns the situation s (it contains it as a constituent), hence it goes into the set of facts which the situation determines. In the same way, the fact that Freud was bald concerns Freud, hence it goes into the set of facts determined by the 'situation' Freud. The set of facts determined by a situation contains all the facts of which that situation is a constituent.

Suppose it was a contingent fact that Freud was bald. We want to capture this contingency. It will not be captured if the set of facts associated with a situation is considered as definitive of that situation. If a situation is the set of facts it determines, then it cannot be a contingent fact that a situation contains such and such a fact. That is why we must distinguish situations (entities) from the sets of facts they determine. Situations determine sets of facts only relative to a world.

What is a world? On the present view there are two components in a world $w$: a domain of entities, Dom ($w$); and a function $w$ from entities (situations) in that domain to sets of facts. The set of facts associated with a situation $s \in$ Dom ($w$) is the set $w(s)$. The contingency of Freud's baldness is thus captured: the fact that Freud was bald belongs to the factual set actually associated with Freud, but in other possible worlds the factual set associated with Freud would not have contained that fact. Different worlds can associate different sets of facts with the same situations (entities) if the situations in question are in the domains of those worlds. Thus Nixon has the property of resigning in the actual world, but not in other possible worlds in which he exists. This simply means that the fact that Nixon resigned belongs to @(Nixon), but not to $w$(Nixon), for some world $w \neq @$.

Let us now turn to Austinian propositions. An Austinian proposition says that a situation, s, supports a fact $\sigma$. The 'support' relation is relative to a world, hence instead of 's $\models \sigma$', we should write:

$$s \models_w \sigma$$

In what follows, however, I will subscript the relation only when necessary (i.e. when distinct worlds are simultaneously at issue: see §3.3-4).

Knowing what situations and facts are, can we define the 'support' relation? The obvious candidate is:

$$s \models \sigma \iff \sigma \in w(s)$$

But that will not do. Consider, for example, the utterance 'Everyone is asleep'. We want $\sigma$ to approximate the minimal content of the utterance. This means that the contextual restriction (everyone in group $G$) does not affect $\sigma$ but only the situational component $s$: 'Everyone is asleep' thus states the same (nonpersistent) fact $\sigma$ whatever situation
we are referring to. But if we accept the definition of 'support' above, we'll have to take \( \sigma \) to be the (persistent) fact that everyone is asleep in situation \( s \). That is so because the facts in \( w(s) \) contain \( s \) as a constituent. Owing to that feature, the definition of 'support' above entails that the contextual restriction of the quantifier affects the nucleus \( \sigma \). If we want the latter to approximate the minimal content of the utterance, we must change the definition of 'support'. I suggest the following:

\[
\models s \iff \sigma \in w(s)_r
\]

The subscript 'r' indicates that the facts of \( w(s) \) have been 'relativised', where relativisation is a form of 'backgrounding'. To that topic I now turn.

### §2.2 Backgrounding and variable polyadicity

From a given relation \( R \), further relations can be generated by increasing or decreasing the arity of \( R \). Consider the relation between the seller and the buyer in a commercial transaction. There are a number of argument roles in that relation: not only buyer and seller, but also the goods to be transferred, the money, and so forth. As Fillmore pointed out, verbs like 'buy' and 'sell' cannot be understood without mastering the complete 'frame' which serves to define both (see e.g. Fillmore 1975, 1982, Fillmore and Atkins 1992). Still, each verb highlights different aspects of the frame, by making different sets of argument roles obligatory to fill. With 'buy', the buyer and the object bought must be specified (linguistically or contextually), but the other argument roles can be left unfilled; with 'sell', it is the seller and the goods which must be specified. The buyer is optional, as the seller in the case of 'buy'. This provides an argument in favour of the view that 'buy' and 'sell' express distinct relations, if we agree with Devlin that "part of the complex structure that constitutes a 'relation' is the collection of conditions that determine which particular groups of argument roles need to be filled" (Devlin 1991: 121). Let us therefore consider that the Fillmorian frame evoked by both 'sell' and 'buy' denotes a complex relation \( R^* \), while each of the two verbs denotes a distinct relation \( R \), such that the set of argument roles of \( R \) is included in the set of argument roles of \( R^* \).

When an argument role is left unfilled, as the seller role in 'John bought a house', the existence of an object playing that role is implicit since it is part of the semantic frame evoked by the verb. In such a case, following Fillmore, I will say that the relevant argument role is backgrounded. The argument roles which are filled are foregrounded (or 'profiled', in the terminology of Langacker 1987). Leaving an argument role unfilled is equivalent to existentially quantifying over its values. Thus 'John bought a house' is equivalent to 'John bought a house from someone, who sold it'.
'John has eaten' is equivalent to 'John has eaten something edible.' But it does not follow that 'John has eaten something' and 'John has eaten' say the same thing and involve the same relations. On the view I am defending, 'John has eaten' involves a 1-place relation (a property), while 'John has eaten something' involves a two-place relation, one of the arguments of which is unspecified.

Grammatical constructions contribute a lot to foregrounding and backgrounding. Consider (1):

(1) The house was sold

The commercial transaction frame is evoked, and it is evoked through the verb 'sell' which lexically foregrounds the seller role. Yet the passive construction has the well-known effect of backgrounding the argument role associated with the subject term in the active form — here the seller role which the verb normally highlights. The grammatical construction can also foreground some aspect of the frame. Thus in (2), the ditransitive construction foregrounds the buyer role back despite its being backgrounded by the verb 'sell':

(2) John sold Bill the house

We cannot say that the relation here is a two-place relation between a buyer and an object bought, on the grounds that these two roles are the roles which the verb 'sell' renders obligatory to fill. The buyer role, though it might have been left unfilled without ungrammaticality (had another construction been used), is foregrounded in (2) through the ditransitive construction. In that construction, therefore, 'sell' expresses a three-place relation between the seller, the buyer, and the goods — the same type of three-place relation which the verb 'give' expresses, except that the verb 'give' always (or nearly always) expresses a three-place relation, while 'sell' makes only two argument roles obligatory to fill.

The ditransitive construction turns the two-place relation denoted by the verb 'sell' into a three-place relation. Similarly, adverbial adjuncts turn n-place relations (e.g. 'John studies geography') into n+1 place relations ('John studies geography at UCLA'). In this framework, the inferential pattern which motivated Davidson's analysis of action

4 See Tesniere 1969 for pioneering remarks on these matters. (The passive is a 'recessive construction', according to Tesniere, i.e. the opposite of causative constructions which increase the number of argument role.) See also Goldberg 1995: 57-58 for a distinction between two forms of constructional backgrounding: shading and cutting.
sentences can be accounted for by appealing to the (fairly general) principle that, when two relations are related to each other by arity-decreasing/increasing operations such as these, the relation with greater arity entails the other one: \( R_{n+1} \) entails \( R_n \). Thus we have the following inference pattern:

- John studies geography at UCLA --> John studies geography
- John sold Bill the house ---> John sold the house
- John walks the dog ---> The dog walks
- John eats a banana ---> John eats
- John buttered the toast in the kitchen ---> John buttered the toast

There are exceptions, though. For example, it is not obvious that 'It's raining in Nevada' entails 'It's raining', at least if 'It's raining' is interpreted in the sense of 'It's raining here and now'. It may be raining in Nevada without there being rain here and now. In general, the \( R_{n+1} \) ---> \( R_n \) inference pattern becomes problematic whenever the right hand side of the entailment relation is an instance of 'definite null instantiation' (DNI) in Fillmore's sense. DNI is a special case of backgrounding where the backgrounded argument role is contextually filled instead of being unfilled (Fillmore 1986, Fillmore and Kay 1994). I will return to that topic in the next section.

It should be noticed that the 'walk' alternation above is significantly different from the other examples. First, the arguments are linked to different grammatical functions on the two sides of the alternation; in contrast the other alternations do not affect linking. More important for our purposes, the 'walk' example does not support an argument pattern which the other examples illustrate. While we have:

- John studies geography --> John studies geography somewhere
- John sold the house ---> John sold the house to someone,
- John eats ---> John eats something,

we don't have:

- The dog walks --> Someone walks the dog.

This fact shows that the two-place relation 'walk' in 'John walks the dog' does not belong to the WALK frame. Rather, it belongs to a more complex frame containing the WALK frame as a part. A relation R belongs to a frame \( \Phi \) iff it can be obtained from the complex relation \( R^* \) denoted by \( \Phi \) by decreasing the arity of \( R^* \). R then corresponds to a particular aspect of the frame which is highlighted or focussed on. When that is the case, the argument roles of \( R^* \) which are not profiled (replicated as
argument roles in R) are still present in the background via the evoked frame. As those background roles are not filled, the general effect is that of quantifying over the values of the role: that explains the inference pattern above. We don't find this inference pattern in the 'walk' case because the argument role corresponding to the person walking the walker is not part of the WALK frame; not being part of the evoked frame, there is no reason why it should be implicit when we say 'The dog walks'.

§2.3 Relativisation

I have just mentioned cases in which the backgrounded argument role is left unfilled. In other cases, however, the backgrounded argument role is filled. This corresponds to what Perry calls 'unarticulated constituents' (Perry 1986). An argument is unarticulated when it corresponds to an argument role which no linguistic expression is used to fill, but which is nevertheless contextually filled. Fillmore and Kay (1994) refer to this process as 'Definite Null Instantiation' (DNI), as opposed to 'Indefinite Null Instantiation' (INI). Compare 'I have eaten' (INI) and 'I have noticed' (DNI). In both cases the object (the thing eaten or the thing noticed) is left implicit. In the case of 'I've noticed', however, the object noticed must be contextually identifiable for the utterance to be felicitous. This is not the case for 'I've eaten', as we have seen: 'I have eaten' can be understood to mean that the speaker has eaten something or other. This sort of reading is not available for 'I've noticed'.

In Indefinite Null Instantiation, the relevant argument role is left unfilled; in Definite Null Instantiation, it is contextually filled. Shall we say — as I did above — that it is backgrounded (because it is left implicit), or that it is foregrounded (because it is filled)? It does not really matter what we say, as long as we make a clear distinction between three types of case:

Unfilled argument roles

vs.

Contextually filled argument roles

vs.

Linguistically filled argument roles

The operation on facts which Barwise calls 'relativisation' corresponds to the second case (Barwise 1989: 253-4). A fact which contains a certain constituent can be turned into a fact not containing that constituent, by appropriately decreasing the relation. The resulting fact is said to be 'relativised to' the constituent in question. This

5 The same distinction can be found in Prandi 1992: 48-49fn.
operation makes sense whenever the missing constituent is contextually provided or 'presupposed'.

Relativisation is pervasive in natural language. More often than not, when we state a fact, some constituent of the fact is contextually given and somehow taken for granted. Instead of expressing the more complex fact containing that constituent, what we linguistically express is the simpler fact relativised to that constituent. Barwise gives perspectives as an example. When Holmes says 'The salt is left of the pepper', he expresses a relativised fact:

Left-of (salt, pepper)

This fact holds with respect to Holmes's perspective, but that perspective is not a constituent of the (relativised) fact. Rather, it is an aspect of the situation talked about.

Perry's distinction between 'concerning' and 'being about' (Perry 1986) is useful here. A fact is about something iff that thing is a constituent of the fact. The fact

Left-of (salt, pepper, Holmes's perspective)

is 'about' Holmes perspective in that sense. But Holmes's own words, 'The salt is left of the pepper', do not express that fact; they express the relativised fact that the salt is left of the pepper. The relativised fact 'concerns' Holmes's perspective, but it is not 'about' it.

In Barwise's example, the perspective need not be linguistically articulated because it is given in the context. Similarly in Perry's own example, 'It is raining'. The person who says 'It's raining' talks about a certain location and expresses a relativised fact concerning that location: the fact that it's raining. That fact is distinct from the (apparently) unrelativised fact that it is raining at that location. It is felicitous to express the latter type of fact only if the location in question is contrasted with other possible places where it might rain (or not rain). If no contrast is envisioned and only that location is concerned, there is no need to articulate it by expressing the more complex fact.

It is in terms of this notion of relativised fact that I propose that we define the 'support' relation. I said that all the facts in the factual set of a situation contain that situation as a constituent:

\[ (\sigma) (s) (\sigma \in w(s) \supset s \in \sigma) \]

Now a fact \( \sigma \) belonging to a situation \( s \) can be relativised to that situation. The relativised fact \( \sigma_r \) holds with respect to \( s \) — it 'concerns' \( s \) — even if it is not part of
$w(s)$ (it does not contain $s$ as a constituent and thus is not 'about' it). I interpret Austinian semantics as the claim that natural language utterances express relativised facts of this sort. That is why I build relativisation into my definition of the 'support' relation. Corresponding to $w(s)$, the factual set of the situation $s$, there is $w(s)_r$, the set of all the facts of $w(s)$ relativised to $s$. A situation $s$ supports a fact $\sigma$ iff $\sigma \in w(s)_r$.

III. $\delta$-STRUCTURES

§3.1 Mentioning situations

In §2.3 I claimed that the fact linguistically expressed by an utterance is relativised to the situation talked about. But that does not seem always to be the case. Instead of merely saying 'It is raining', I can say: 'It is raining here' — thereby making the location I am talking about explicit. Similarly, Holmes could say: 'The salt is left of the pepper from my perspective', thereby making the perspective explicit. As the situation talked about is made explicit in the utterance itself, it becomes a constituent of the fact linguistically expressed. It follows that the fact in question cannot be relativised to that situation, for a fact cannot be relativised to $\alpha$ if it contains $\alpha$ as a constituent. By building relativisation into our definition of '$|=\sigma$', do we not run the risk of depriving ourselves of the means of accounting for such cases?

We do not. We have no trouble accounting for 'explicit' cases in the framework set up so far, in which only relativised facts are taken to be linguistically expressed. In explicit cases like 'It's raining here' or 'The salt is left of the pepper from Holmes's perspective', the fact is not relativised to the situation which is explicitly mentioned in the utterance, but it is relativised nonetheless — to a different situation.

Let us contrast Holmes's utterance with Watson's:

**Holmes:** The salt is left of the pepper

**Watson:** The salt is left of the pepper from Holmes's perspective

The first utterance presupposes Holmes's perspective and expresses a fact relativised to that perspective. The second utterance makes that perspective explicit by integrating it as a constituent of the fact linguistically expressed. The latter is not relativised to Holmes's perspective, but it is not unrelativised either: it is relativised to a distinct situation, namely the situation *Watson* is talking about. The situation Watson talks

---

6 See §5.1 for a qualification.
about contains Holmes, the salt and the pepper. That is not the same situation as the situation Holmes was talking about in the first place, for the latter contained only the pepper and the salt (it did not contain Holmes).\(^7\) In general, when we make some aspect of the earlier situation explicit by incorporating it into the fact linguistically expressed, the utterance demands a broader situation of reference than the implicit utterance did: it demands (= is felicitous only with respect to) a situation of reference containing the new constituent in its domain.\(^8\)

On the view I am presenting, the fact linguistically expressed by an utterance is relativised to the situation talked about, and there is a principled difference between the situation talked about and the 'mentioned situation' which is a constituent of the linguistically expressed fact. The situation talked about must conform to a specific constraint concerning the size of its domain. The domain of a situation contains the constituents of all the facts in its relativised factual set. Now to assert something is to claim that the fact the utterance expresses belongs to the relativised factual set of the situation talked about. It follows that, when a fact is linguistically expressed, the situation it concerns — that which the speaker is talking about — must contain all the constituents of the expressed fact in its domain, on pains of pragmatic contradiction. Since the mentioned situation is a constituent of the linguistically expressed fact, the situation of reference \(s'\) must contain the mentioned situation \(s\) in its domain. The mentioned situation is subject to no such constraint: it need not contain itself in its domain.

Consider the 'It is raining' example again. Suppose John is in Condé sur Huisne, and he says: 'It is raining'. His utterance concerns Condé sur Huisne and is true if and only if it's raining in Condé sur Huisne. As Perry emphasized (Perry 1986:216), when we say or think 'It's raining', we need not think reflectively about the place we're in, even though that place enters the truth-conditions of what we say. We let the place we are in complete the content of our thought, instead of representing it explicitly. The complete content of John's utterance can therefore be represented as:

\[
\text{Condé sur Huisne} \models \ll \text{It's raining} \gg
\]

where Condé sur Huisne is on the situational side, rather than on the side of linguistically expressed content.

---

\(^7\) Well, perhaps it did contain Holmes after all. The situation is complicated by the existence of reflexive situations. See §5.1 below and Recanati 1997, where I suggest that perspectives are reflexive situations.

\(^8\) Situations, like worlds, have domains. The domain of a situation \(s\) (with respect to a world \(w\)) contains all the entities (situations) which are constituents of the facts in \(w(s)\).
If John reflectively thinks of the location he is in, instead of letting it be provided by the context, he will say something different, namely 'It is raining in Condé sur Huisne'. The utterance is now about Condé sur Huisne. One difference with the previous utterance is that the situation talked about must contain Condé sur Huisne as a constituent, while this was not necessary for the simpler utterance 'It's raining'. Anticipating somewhat, we can represent the content of 'It's raining in Condé sur Huisne' as:

\[ s' \models <<\text{Condé sur Huisne} \models <<\text{It's raining}}\gg \gg \]

where the situation \( s' \) must contain Condé sur Huisne in its domain. For example, we can imagine that John is talking about the meteorological situation in various places, such as Condé sur Huisne and Cajarc. He says: 'In Cajarc, the sun is shining, but it's raining in Condé sur Huisne'. Here the situation \( s' \) John is talking about contains both Cajarc and Condé sur Huisne in its domain. It is that situation which is said to support 'It's raining in Condé sur Huisne'.

At this point, it is worth introducing a technical term instead of using a number of equivalent expressions such as 'the situation talked about', 'the situation of reference', or 'the situation with respect to which the utterance is interpreted'. From now on I will use the technical term 'exercised situation' instead of 'situation talked about' and its cognates. In formulas, I will enclose the expression standing for the exercised situation in square brackets. Thus the Austinian proposition expressed by an utterance will be represented as:

\[ [s'] \models \sigma \]

The special case in which a situation is linguistically mentioned and is a constituent of the expressed fact will be represented by iterating the Austinian formula:

\[ [s'] \models << s \models \sigma >> \]

Such an iterated Austinian proposition I call a \( \delta \)-structure. It contains two situations: \( s' \), the exercised situation, and \( s \), the mentioned situation; two 'support' relations: one between the exercised situation and the linguistically expressed fact, the other internal to the linguistically expressed fact; and two facts: the fact that \( s \models \sigma \) and the fact that \( \sigma \).
§3.2 δ-structures in English

In my version of Austinian semantics, the content of most utterances in ordinary English has the structure:

\[[s'] \models << s \models \sigma>>\]

That is so because utterances are tensed and the tenses I treat as 'mentioning' temporal situations (much as temporal adverbials do). Thus utterances of the form

(At t) it will be the case that p

and

(At t) it was the case that p

are instances of the schema:

\[[s'] \models << l_t \models \sigma>>\]

where s' is the exercised situation, and l_t, the mentioned situation, is a (past or future) temporal location. Concrete examples are:

Yesterday Paul attended the meeting
I saw the accident on TV
When he arrived, Peter was upset
You will break you neck!
Jane is feeding the rabbits

Similar examples involving spatial locations are easy to come by:

In Spain, the government is appointed by the King
Three miles from here, there is an architectural treasure

Those examples I analyse as

\[[s'] \models << l_s \models \sigma>>\]
where $l_s$ is the location denoted by 'in Spain' or 'Three miles from here'. (In the first case, the location is geopolitical rather than spatial in a strict sense.) It is an interesting fact that the reference to temporal locations is built into the grammar of the language via the tense feature, while spatial locations are in most cases introduced into the linguistically expressed fact via adverbial adjuncts. But the expressed fact has, in both cases, the same structure, and that is all that matters here.

Beside locations, any type of situation (in the technical sense, that is, any type of entity) can be mentioned in a $\delta$-structure. That is true in particular of individual objects, insofar as they can be treated as situations in the technical sense (§2.1). In the present framework, the content of a simple subject-predicate sentence such as 'John is British' is also a $\delta$-structure:

$$[s'] \models <<\text{John} \models <<\text{British}^0, +>> >>$$

The subject term contributes the mentioned situation (viz. John), and the predicate contributes a 'thetic fact' which that situation is said to support (viz. the fact of being British). Let me explain.

The factual set of an individual object is the set of facts involving that object as constituent, while the relativised factual set consists of all the facts in the factual set relativised to the object itself. This means that, whatever relation $R^a$ is a constituent of a fact in the factual set of $a$, the corresponding fact in its relativised factual set will be built around the relation $R^{a-1}$, with $a$ itself disappearing from the sequence of arguments. The relativised factual set is the set of all such relativised facts. Now consider an individual object, John, and the property of being British. This gives us a fact: $<<\text{British}^1, <\text{John}>, +>>$, a fact which belongs to the factual set of John. The monadic relation British$^1$ is a constituent of that fact, together with the individual John. If we relativise that fact to John, we obtain a fact with an 0-adic relation and no argument: the fact $<<\text{British}^0, +>>$. The relativised factual set of John thus contains a number of such 0-adic facts, facts relativised to John himself, in the same way in which the relativised factual set of a spatio-temporal location can contain the 0-adic fact $<<\text{Rain}^0, +>>$. (On the 'rain' predicate as 0-adic, see Barwise and Perry 1983 pp. 50-51, and Fillmore and Kay 1994 §4.3). 9

0-adic facts can sometimes be expressed directly, as when we say: 'Superb!' about a performance we are watching. An Austinian proposition is expressed, in which the performance is the exercised situation and the nucleus is the 0-adic fact $<<\text{Superb}^0,$

---

9 Of course, the relativised factual set of John will also contain monadic facts such as $<<\text{Married-to}^1, <\text{Josephine}>, +>>$, and other n-adic facts derivable through relativisation from n+1-adic facts in the factual set.
This corresponds to what grammarians in the Brentanian tradition called a thetic judgement, and to what others in the Saussurean tradition called a 'monoreme'. Thetic judgements were said to be simple, in contrast to categoric judgements such as that expressed by 'John is British' (or 'This performance is superb'). Categoric judgements are 'double' in that they involve two ancillary acts: (i) the identification of some entity (or entities), and (ii) the predication of some property or relation holding of that entity (or sequence of entities). Since the second ancillary act is common to the thetic judgement and the categoric judgement, we can analyse categoric judgements as denoting complex facts with two components: a thetic fact, plus a situation which supports it.

\[
<<\text{British}^1, \langle \text{John} \rangle, +>> = <<\text{John} \models <<\text{British}^0, +>> >>
\]

On this analysis there is a semantic contrast between the thetic utterance 'Superb!', concerning the performance, and the categoric utterance 'This performance is superb', in which the performance is mentioned in the utterance itself:

Thetic: \([\text{the performance}] \models <<\text{Superb}^0, +>>\)
Categoric: \([s'] \models <<\text{the performance} \models <<\text{Superb}^0, +>> >>\)

This contrast is the same as that between 'It's raining' and 'It's raining here' (§3.1).

Traditionally, existential sentences ('There are spies') and weather sentences ('It's raining') were considered as expressing thetic judgments. Since those sentences are tensed, the claim that they express thetic judgements is somewhat controversial. A better example is provided by children's one-word utterances, e.g. 'Rain!'. In this type of utterance, some contextually provided topic is globally characterized by means of a 0-adic predicate (Lyons 1975, Sechehaye 1926). Except for this type of case, English sentences express \(\delta\)-structures of various degrees of complexity — i.e. not only simple \(\delta\)-structures, but also iterated \(\delta\)-structures conforming to the following pattern:

\[
[s_n] \models <<s_{n-1} \models <<s_{n-2} \models \ldots \models \sigma \ldots >> >>
\]

Iterated \(\delta\)-structures abound in ordinary discourse. A simple example in which the only mentioned situations are locations is:

Two miles from here, a huge building will be erected
The structure of this representation is

\[
[s_3] \models <<s_2 \models <<s_1 \models \sigma >> >>
\]

where \(\sigma\) is the fact that a huge building is erected, \(s_1\) is the temporal situation indicated by the future tense, \(s_2\) is the spatial situation denoted by the phrase 'two miles from here', and \(s_3\) is the exercised situation. If what I said above is correct, a grammatically simpler sentence such as 'Napoleon was ambitious' can be construed as expressing an iterated \(\delta\)-structure of the same degree of complexity:

\[
[s] \models << l \models <<\text{Napoleon} \models <<\text{Ambitious}^0, +>> >> >>
\]

More complex \(\delta\)-structures are far from uncommon. A good example (from Recanati 1997) is the English sentence 'The landlord thought that, in 1996, Peter would be penniless', which involves five distinct situations.

\(\delta\)-structures can also be quantified. In a quantified \(\delta\)-structure, no specific situation is mentioned, but a general fact is linguistically expressed. We have:

\[
[s'] \models << Qs: s \models \sigma >>
\]

where \(Q\) can be any (possibly restricted) quantifier. For example the following utterances express universally quantified \(\delta\)-structures:

1. Each time he comes, John asks for a break
2. John always succeeds
3. Everywhere in France, there are communal swimming pools

(1) and (2) quantify over temporal situations, (3) over spatial situations. Except in (2), the quantifiers are explicitly restricted: (3) mentions all spatial locations within the French territory, and (1) all temporal locations supporting: \(<<\text{John comes}>>\).

Finally, we must pay attention to an important difference between the exercised situation and the mentioned situation. The exercised situation is referred to, hence it must exist in the actual world.\(^{10}\) But the mentioned situation need not be actual; it can be 'virtual', in a sense shortly to be explained. When the mentioned situation is virtual, the \(\delta\)-structure is an intentional \(\delta\)-structure.

---

\(^{10}\) The cases in which a non-actual situation is used as exercised situation are cases of simulation, in which we do as if the situation was actual.
§3.3 Intentional $\delta$-structures

The most obvious example of intentional $\delta$-structure is provided by conditionals. Conditionals mention hypothetical situations and state facts concerning them. The content of an utterance like

(4) If he opens the fridge, John will be scared to death

can be analysed as:

$$[s'] \models <<s \models <<\text{John is scared to death}}>>$$

where $s'$ is the actual situation in which the conditional holds, and $s$ is an hypothetical situation in which John opens the fridge. By analysing conditionals as $\delta$-structures we capture the commonality between (4) and (5):

(5) When he opens the fridge, John will be scared to death

(5) is a temporal $\delta$-structure similar to those mentioned above. The difference between (4) and (5) is that $s$, the mentioned situation, is a virtual situation in (4) and an actual temporal situation in (5).

In earlier writings (Recanati 1996, 1997) I analysed meta-representations — representations about representations — on the same pattern. For example, 'In the film, Robin Hood meets Frankenstein' was analysed as mentioning a fictional situation (that depicted by the film) and saying that it supports $<<\text{Robin Hood meets Frankenstein}}>>$. In the same way, I analysed 'John believes that $p$' or 'According to John, $p$' as a $\delta$-structure in which the mentioned situation is John's belief-world (the complex situation corresponding to John's beliefs, that is, the world as it is according to John):

$$[s'] \models <<\text{Bel}_{\text{john}} \models \sigma>>$$

('Bel$_{\text{john}}$' is my name for John's belief-world.) In general, I analysed the content of a meta-representation as a $\delta$-structure $[s'] \models <<s \models \sigma>>$, where $s$, the mentioned situation, is the situation described by some representation given in the exercised situation. The representation can be a film, a book, a picture, an utterance, or a person's mental states

11 I will characterize 'virtual situations' properly in the next section. For the time being I rely on an intuitive understanding of what it is for a situation to be virtual rather than actual.
(to mention only the most salient types of case). In the examples above, the relevant representations are John's belief state (which represents the world as being thus and so) and the film (which represents a certain complex situation). Other examples include:

In the picture, John is smiling
John said that Peter would come

I now see several problems with my earlier analysis of meta-representations. First, it is pretty clear that the representation (the picture, the film, John's mental states, etc.) is actually mentioned in the meta-representation; it cannot be confined to the exercised situation which the meta-representation concerns. We must therefore introduce the representation itself into the fact denoted by the meta-representation. The general structure becomes:

\[(6) \quad [s'] \models <<R \models s \models \sigma>>\]

where \(s'\) is the exercised situation, \(R\) is the representation, and \(s\) is the situation the representation describes.

Once we have taken this step we face the Compositionality problem: how is it possible that a representation such as 'In the picture, \(p\)' expresses a structure like (6), in which two situations are mentioned (the picture \(R\), and the situation \(s\) it represents), while a very similar representation, 'In the kitchen, \(p\)' expresses a much simpler structure (in which only one situation — the kitchen — is mentioned)? I think this particular problem could be solved by appealing to Nunberg's theory of meaning transfer (Nunberg 1995).\(^{12}\) However there is another problem which cannot be solved so easily.

On my earlier analysis, as well as on the revised version corresponding to formula (6), a meta-representation mentions the virtual situation described by the representation \(R\): it is that situation which is said to support a particular fact \(\sigma\). Thus 'John believes that \(p\)' mentions John's belief world and says that it supports the fact that \(p\); 'in the film, \(p\)' mentions the fictional situation described by the film and says that it

---

\(^{12}\) Briefly: While 'my car is parked out back' predicates a certain property of the car (the property of being parked out back), 'I am parked out back' predicates a different (and more complex) property of a different subject: it ascribes to the speaker the property of 'having a car which is parked out back'. The predicative expression 'is parked out back' thus undergoes a transfer of meaning (Nunberg 1995). In virtue of the same type of process, 'In the picture John is smiling' could be considered as ascribing to the picture a more complex property than 'In the kitchen, John is smiling' ascribes to the kitchen.
supports the fact that \( p \); etc. The major problem raised by this theory is this: what is 'the situation described by the representation'? Is it really a situation (e.g. something to which a world associates a factual set) or is it a complete world? It seems clear that John's 'belief world', for example, is a world. Similarly, a work of fiction describes a world, rather than merely some particular situation. There is a clear contrast with conditionals in this respect. While the antecedent of a conditional serves to identify the mentioned situation, in meta-representational sentences the sole function of the prefix arguably is to shift the world, without indicating any particular situation as supporting the fact expressed by the accompanying sentence. When we say 'John believes that kangaroos have tails', we present the fact that kangaroos have tails as holding in John's belief-world, but no particular situation is singled out, in contrast to what happens with conditionals.

Faced with this particular difficulty, we can do several things. We can treat meta-representational sentences such as 'John believes that kangaroos have tails' as expressing \textit{existentially quantified} intentional \( \delta \)-structures:

\[
[s'] \models @ (\exists s \models_{\text{john}} \llangle \text{kangaroos have tails} \rrangle > >)
\]

On that view John's belief-world is a world, not a situation; it indexes the 'support' relation between the mentioned situation and the fact that kangaroos have tails. The mentioned situation in question is left indefinite instead of being specified — thus we account for the above-noted contrast with conditionals.

Alternatively, we could define, for each world, a 'maximal situation' (that very world, construed as a situation), and say that it is that maximal situation which the meta-representational prefix denotes. That would make the general picture much more complex than it is; for we would have to say either that a world can assign a factual set to another world, or that worlds are self-interpreting, in contrast to partial situations.

There is a third option, which enables us to solve several of our problems at once. We can \textit{give up} the view that the meta-representational prefix (e.g. 'In the film', 'John believes that', etc.) mentions a virtual situation, and construe it instead as doing two things: (i) it mentions a \textit{real} situation — the representation R itself (the film, or John's belief state); and (ii) it shifts the world with respect to which what follows the prefix is interpreted. It is this (very tentative) suggestion which I will pursue in what follows. Appearances notwithstanding, this analysis is compatible with the claim that meta-representations are intentional \( \delta \)-structures, in which a virtual situation is mentioned. What we give up is only the claim that the virtual situation in question is contributed by the prefix itself.

\section*{§3.4 World-shifting}
When I say that hypothetical or fictional situations are 'virtual', do I mean that they are not in the domain of @? Certainly not. Suppose I utter (7):

(7) If John went to Lyons, he took the 1:30 train

I am considering a hypothetical situation, viz. a situation in which John went to Lyons. Suppose that John indeed went to Lyons. Then the hypothetical situation turns out to be in the domain of @ (in the sense that @ associates a factual set with that situation). Yet it still is a hypothetical (hence a virtual) situation. So we cannot define a virtual situation as a situation which does not belong to the domain of @, the actual world.

Situations can be in the domain of several worlds; a situation does not essentially belong to the domain of this or that world. But when we mention a situation in a δ-structure, we mention it as supporting a certain fact. Now the 'support' relation is relative to a world: a situation s supports a fact σ iff that fact belongs to w(s)_r, the relativised factual set of the situation as determined by a particular world function w. I therefore suggest the following (tentative) definition:

(B) A situation s mentioned in a δ-structure is virtual (hence the δ-structure itself is intentional) iff s is presented as supporting a certain fact with respect to a world w different from @ (or at least, different from the world with respect to which the global δ-structure is evaluated). That fact itself I call an 'intentional fact'.

At the end of §3.1 I said that a δ-structure involves two situations, two facts, and two 'support' relations. According to (B), the two facts which we find in an intentional δ-structure are not only presented as supported by different situations (the exercised situation and the mentioned situation), that is, as belonging to their respective relativised factual sets, but the relativised factual sets in question are themselves determined by different world functions:

\[ [s'] @ <\langle s @ <\langle s @ \sigma \rangle > \]

In this formula the two 'support' relations bear different indices. This means that the relativised factual sets they implicitly refer to (via the equivalence between s @ \sigma and \sigma \in w(s)_r) are determined by different world functions, @ and w. In non-intentional δ-

---

13 This qualification is needed to deal with the cases of 'projection' in which some previously mentioned situation is used as exercised situation (Recanati 1997).
structures the same world-function is appealed to throughout and need not be explicitly represented.

This analysis works well with conditionals. In (7), the situation s which is mentioned is a hypothetical situation in which John went to Lyons. To say that it is hypothetical is not to say that the actual world associates no factual set with that situation; as we have seen, it may be a fact that John went to Lyons (indicative conditionals are used precisely when the hypothetical situation's being actual is a live option). What makes the situation hypothetical is the world with respect to which that situation is said to support the fact that John took the 1:30 train: that world is not the actual world, but an hypothetical world hyp which may be more or less similar to @. The utterance can therefore be analysed as:

\[ [s'] \models @ << s \models hyp << \text{John took the 1:30 train} \]

where s, the mentioned situation, is characterized as temporally past and as supporting the fact that John went to Lyons. In a conditional sentence the consequent expresses the fact which is said to hold in the hypothetical situation, while the antecedent characterizes that situation as supporting a 'restricting' fact, a fact which serves to identify the hypothetical situation in question (in our example, the restricting fact is the fact that John went to Lyons).

The word 'if' in a conditional I take to be a world-shifter: it indicates that the facts in its scope are evaluated with respect to an hypothetical world distinct from the world with respect to which the global δ-structure is evaluated. The well-known context-sensitivity of conditionals comes from the fact that the world in question can be fleshed out differently in different contexts.

Meta-representational prefixes such as 'In John's mind', 'in the picture', 'in the film', 'according to Paul', 'John believes that', 'John said that', and so forth, are intuitively world-shifters, like the word 'if'. Consider, again, the Robin Hood example:

In the film, Robin Hood meets Frankenstein

The meta-representational prefix 'in the film' indicates that the fact expressed by the accompanying sentence ('Robin Hood meets Frankenstein') holds in a fictional universe, in contrast to the fact expressed by the global meta-representation (i.e. the fact that in the film Robin Hood meets Frankenstein): the latter holds in the actual world.

On this analysis, meta-representational prefixes such as 'In John's mind', 'in the picture', 'in the film', 'according to Paul', 'John believes that', 'John said that', and so forth, mention a real situation (Paul's mental states, the picture, the film, etc.) as supporting a certain fact, but the fact in question is such that whichever 'support'
relation it internally involves is indexed to the world of the representation. For example, the utterance

John believes that, in the eighteenth century, kangaroos had tails

would be analysed as denoting the following fact:

\[
\text{\textless \textless \textit{John’s mental state}} \models \text{\textless18} \text{\textgreater \textless \textit{be}_\text{\textless \textit{kangaroos have tails}}} \text{\textgreater \textgreater \textgreater }
\]

where ’18th’ is the temporal location denoted by the phrase 'in the eighteenth century' (together with the past tense). Now that situation is 'virtual' because it is in some alternative world, namely John's belief-world, that it supports the fact that kangaroos have tails. So the meta-representational prefix, qua world-shifter, 'virtualises' the situations which the accompanying sentence mentions.

In that framework the complete content of a meta-representation such as 'In the film, \(p\)' or 'John believes that \(p\)' has the following structure:

\[
[s'] \models_{w_1} \text{\textless\textless} R \models_{w_1} \text{\textless\textless} s \models_{w_2} \sigma \text{\textgreater \textgreater} \text{\textgreater}\]

where \(s'\) is the exercised situation, \(R\) is the mentioned representation (e.g. the film, or John's mental state), and \(\text{\textless\textless} s \models_{w_2} \sigma \text{\textgreater \textgreater}\) is the fact denoted by the sentence \(p\) which the meta-representational prefix introduces (e.g. 'Robin Hood meets Frankenstein', or 'In the eighteen century kangaroos had tails'). In contrast, the complete content of a conditional retains the simpler structure:

\[
[s'] \models_{w_1} \text{\textless\textless} s \models_{w_2} \sigma \text{\textgreater \textgreater}\]

where \(s'\) is the exercised situation, \(s\) is the situation mentioned by the antecedent, and \(\sigma\) is the fact denoted by the consequent. On that view, although the content of both conditionals and meta-representations is an intentional \(\delta\)-structure, characterized by a world-shift, there is a significant difference between them. In meta-representations, the world-shift itself is represented, that is, it is internal to the fact denoted by the meta-representation; while in conditionals the world-shift takes place without being represented. The fact denoted by the conditional is the fact that \(s \models_{w_2} \sigma\), while the fact denoted by a meta-representation is the fact that \(R \models_{w_1} \text{\textless\textless} s \models_{w_2} \sigma \text{\textgreater \textgreater}\).

That consequence of the analysis is desirable. For, as I said earlier, it is clear that the representation (the picture, the film, John's mental states, etc.) is actually mentioned in the meta-representation; it cannot be confined to the exercised situation
which the meta-representation concerns. Yet the analysis of meta-representations which has just been sketched has another, less desirable consequence. A meta-representation is said to mention a real situation (viz. a representation: film, picture, etc.) as supporting an intentional fact: a fact such that the 'support' relation it internally involves is indexed to the world of the representation rather than to the world with respect to which the global $\delta$-structure (the meta-representation) is evaluated. But aren't there simple facts which internally involve no 'support' relation? Arguably there are; they are the 'thetic facts' mentioned in §3.2 (e.g. the fact that it is raining). Assuming that there are such facts, it follows from the above analysis that they cannot be intentional: they cannot be what the complement sentence in a meta-representation expresses.

That consequence is surprising, but empirically correct as far as I can tell. If I say 'John believes that it is raining', I ascribe to John the belief that it is raining in a particular place (tacitly referred to). So the fact expressed by the complement sentence is not simple (thetic), appearances notwithstanding. This is less clear in an example like 'In the picture, it is raining', but we could perhaps treat that as an instance of quantified $\delta$-structure.\textsuperscript{14} More generally, we could admit that the meta-representational prefix is a world-shifting operator requiring a complex fact to operate on, and handle the counterexamples by arguing as follows. Whenever the fact expressed by the accompanying sentence is not (already) complex, it is made so: thus if a sentence $S$ expresses a simple (thetic) fact $\sigma$, embedding it within a meta-representational frame has the result that it expresses the complex fact that: $\exists s s \models \sigma$. The world-shifting operator can then operate on that fact, indexing the support relation it internally involves to the world of the representation.

IV. COMPLEX AND SCHEMATIC FACTS

§4.1 Complex facts

In §2.1 I represented facts as triples consisting of an n-place relation $R^n$, a sequence of n appropriate arguments, and a polarity. It is in terms of such facts that I defined the 'support' relation: a situation supports a fact iff that fact belongs to the relativised factual set of the situation. But what about complex facts in which simple facts enter as constituents? What is it for a situation to support a complex fact? This is the issue I will address in this section.

\textsuperscript{14} Alternatively, we could appeal to what I call the 'Meinongian pretense' to account for that example: see Recanati forthcoming, §5.5.
The first thing we must do is distinguish various forms of complexity. One form of complexity I call $\delta$-complexity. A fact is $\delta$-complex iff its constituents are a situation, the 'support' relation, and a fact which itself can be $\delta$-simple or $\delta$-complex. Adverbial adjuncts are $\delta$-complexifiers in that they mention a situation in which the fact expressed by the remainder of the sentence is said to hold. In §3.2, I argued that tenses themselves are $\delta$-complexifiers. It may be possible to treat moods also as $\delta$-complexifiers, but I will not address this question here. More important for our purposes is the claim I made in the same section, to the effect that simple subject-predicate sentences themselves can be construed as expressing $\delta$-complex facts. Categoric judgements, I said, can be represented as $\delta$-complexifications of thetic judgements:

Thetic: $[s] \models \langle \langle R^0, + \rangle \rangle$

Categoric: $[s'] \models \langle \langle s \models \langle \langle R^0, + \rangle \rangle \rangle \rangle$

On this analysis a 'thetic fact' is expressed both in thetic and categoric judgements. In categoric judgements the fact in question is not expressed directly by the utterance, but indirectly, as a constituent of a $\delta$-complex fact. In thetic judgements it is directly expressed.

What is it for a situation to support a $\delta$-complex fact? There is an easy answer to that question. A situation $s'$ supports a $\delta$-complex fact $\langle \langle s = \langle \langle R^n, <a_1, a_2, \ldots, a_n>, i \rangle \rangle \rangle \rangle$ if and only if it supports the corresponding 'unrelativised' fact $\langle \langle R^{n+1}, <a_1, a_2, \ldots, a_n, s>, i \rangle \rangle$. There is a complication if the supported fact is intentional, for that forces us to keep track of the world-indices. Still, the equivalence holds.

There is another form of complexity, which I call it: $\Theta$-complexity. '$\Theta$' stands for any connective such as $v$ or $\&$ (but not for negation which affects the polarity of the fact, not its complexity). What is it for a situation to support e.g. a conjunctive fact or a disjunctive fact? In situation theory (e.g. Barwise 1989, Devlin 1991) $\Theta$-complexity is accounted for by extending the definition of 'support' as follows:

$s \models \sigma \Theta \sigma'$ iff $s \models \sigma \Theta s \models \sigma'$

For example:

---

Arguably, moods indicate the world which indexes the 'support' relation in the Austinian proposition. Thus 'Close the door' says that whatever situation is at issue supports the fact of your closing the door, where the 'support' relation is relative to your wish-world. On this analysis moods are not $\delta$-complexifiers.
A third form of complexity involves quantification. What is it for a situation to support a quantificational fact such as the fact that all men are mortal? There are two approaches to this problem in the present framework.

1. Quantificational facts can be treated as having the same global structure as simple (non quantificational) facts: \(<<R^n, <a_1,\ldots,a_n>, i>>\). The difference between quantificational facts and simple facts is simply this: In quantificational facts the relation is a second-order relation and its arguments are themselves first-order relations. If such second-order facts are allowed into the relativised factual sets of situations, we do not have to extend the definition of 'support' to account for quantification.

2. Alternatively, we can appeal to the same method we use for \(\oplus\)-complexity, and extend the definition of 'support' as follows:

\[(N) \quad s \models <<Qx, \sigma(x)>> \iff (Qx) (s \models \sigma(x))\]

where 'Q' is an arbitrary quantifier, '\(\sigma()\)' is a schematic fact, and 'Qx \(\sigma(x)\)' is a quantificational fact. It is this approach which I will pursue in the next section.

§4.2 Schematic and quantificational facts

Schematisation is a process much like relativisation. Relativising a fact \(\sigma = <<R^n, <a_1,\ldots,a_n>, i>>\) to one of its constituent arguments consists in backgrounding the argument role corresponding to that argument and generating a fact \(\sigma' = <<R^{n-1}, <a_1,\ldots,a_{n-1}>, i>>\). Schematizing a fact \(\sigma\) with respect to one of its constituent arguments consists in 'parametrizing' the argument role corresponding to that argument: The arity of the relation is preserved (in contrast to what happens with relativisation), but the relevant argument role is filled only by a place-holder (a 'parameter'). While a relativised fact is a complete fact of arity n-1, a schematic fact is an incomplete fact of arity n, with one of the argument roles filled by a place-holder.

Being incomplete a schematic fact is not a fact (hence it does not belong to the relativised factual set of a situation), but a function from appropriate values for the argument role to non-parametrized facts. While \(\sigma()\) is a schematic fact (hence not a
genuine fact), \(\sigma(a)\), the value of the schematic fact \(\sigma()\) for argument \(a\), is a genuine fact. We are therefore in a position to understand the right hand side in formula (N): '(Qx) (s \models \sigma(x))', where \(Q\) is an arbitrary quantifier. It says that for \(Q\) entity \(x\), the situation \(s\) supports the fact which is the value of \(\sigma()\) for argument \(x\). Various types of quantificational facts can thus be defined through the support-conditions enunciated in formula (N). The following definitions are particular instances of (N):

\[
s \models \langle \exists x \sigma(x) \rangle \iff (\exists x) (s \models \sigma(x))
\]

\[
s \models \langle \forall x \sigma(x) \rangle \iff (\forall x) (s \models \sigma(x))
\]

I will henceforth represent a quantificational fact as \(\sigma(Q)\), where \(\sigma()\) is a schematic fact and \(Q\) is a quantifier ranging over the values of the parametrized argument role in \(\sigma()\).

Schematic facts themselves can be schematized. When that is so, the resulting fact is doubly schematic. I represent doubly schematic facts thus:

(1) \(\sigma() ()\)

This means that two of the argument roles of the relation \(R^{n\geq 2}\) around which \(\sigma\) is built have been parametrized.

Quantificational facts themselves can be schematized:

(2) \(\sigma(Q) ()\)

A schematized quantificational fact like (2) is a doubly schematic fact like (1) in which one of the two parametrized argument roles is 'bound' by the quantifier, the other argument role remaining 'free'. The free argument role in a schematized quantificational fact like (2) can itself be bound by a new quantifier; for example we can have:

\((\exists x) (\sigma(Q) (x))\)

or any instance of

\((Q'x) (\sigma(Q) (x))\)

where \(Q'\) is an arbitrary quantifier. Such a doubly quantified fact can be represented as follows:
Of course, the process can be repeated. A doubly quantified fact can be schematized by parametrizing a third argument role (if the relation around which the fact is built has arity $n \geq 3$):

$$\sigma(Q) (Q') ()$$

This, in turn, can yield an even more complex quantificational fact:

$$\sigma(Q) (Q') (Q'')$$

A complex quantificational fact involves (i) a sequence $<Q_1,\ldots,Q_n>$ of quantifiers, and (ii) a schematic fact with $n$ parametrized argument roles. I have represented the binding relation between quantifiers and argument roles by putting the quantifier in the relevant argument place. In English that relation is established through the lexical phenomenon of 'linking'. In the semantics of relational expressions (e.g. verbs) different argument roles for the denoted relation are linked to different grammatical functions such as 'subject', 'object' and 'indirect object'. Now quantificational expressions, that is, words or phrases denoting quantifiers, are themselves associated with specific grammatical functions, viz. the functions they fulfil or occupy within the sentence in which they occur. Hence a simple solution to the problem of determining which quantifier binds which argument role:

$BTL$ ('binding through linking') Principle:

The quantifier $Q$ contributed by a token $\theta$ of a quantificational expression $Quant$ binds the argument role linked to the grammatical function occupied by $\theta$.

For example, consider the sentence 'John sold something to Bill'. The verb in this sentence expresses a three-place relation $sell^3$ whose argument roles are borrowed from the commercial transaction frame. The three foregrounded argument roles in this construction are: $seller$, $buyer$, and $goods$. In the semantics of the construction the $seller$ argument role is linked to the grammatical function 'subject', the $goods$ argument role is linked to the grammatical function 'object', and the $buyer$ argument role is linked to the grammatical function 'indirect object'. In the sentence, the proper nouns 'John' and 'Bill' respectively occupy the functions 'subject' and 'indirect object', whereas the quantificational expression 'something' occupies the object position. It follows that (i) the referents contributed by the proper nouns 'John' and 'Bill' fill the $seller$ and the
buyer argument roles respectively; and (ii) by virtue of BTL, the quantifier contributed by 'something' binds the goods argument role.

§4.3 Questions

I have analysed quantificational facts as involving a schematic fact \( \sigma() \), and a quantifier \( Q \) which binds the (or a) parametrized argument role in the schematic fact. Though they involve schematic facts, quantificational facts themselves are not schematic (unless they are 'schematized quantificational facts'): They are not schematic because the parameter they involve is not 'free'.

Can schematic facts be expressed directly by natural language sentences, without the parametrized argument role being quantified over? I think so. I take the semantic content of questions to be such a schematic fact.

There are various sorts of questions: yes-no questions ('Is John home?'), wh-questions ('Where is John?'), alternative questions ('Will John go or will you come?', 'Will John go or not?'), etc. So-called indirect questions, such as 'Paul wonders where John is', are not questions in the pragmatic sense, and I will not be concerned with them in what follows. I will consider only the simplest cases: yes-no questions and wh-questions. I start with the latter.

In 'Who came?', the argument role linked to the subject position is parametrized. No complete fact is therefore expressed, but only a function from parameter values to facts. The role of question-words like 'who', 'what' or 'where' is triple:

(i) Like quantificational expressions, they occupy a particular grammatical function (subject, object, etc.) and thereby indicate which argument role the question concerns: the question concerns that argument role of the expressed relation which is linked to the grammatical function occupied by the question-word.

(ii) They provide an indication concerning the sortal nature of the parametrized argument: person (who), thing (what), place (where), time (when), etc.

(iii) Together with word-order and intonation, they indicate that the utterance is a question, that is, an utterance with such and such felicity conditions. A question expressing a schematic fact \( \sigma() \) is felicitous only in a context in which it is followed by an utterance providing a value for the parameter. The pair consisting of the question followed by the answer expresses a fact, but the question in isolation expresses only a schematic fact.
In order to stress what is common to questions and quantificational utterances, I represent questions as follows:

\[ \sigma(?) \]

The content of both a quantificational utterance \( \sigma(Q) \) and a question \( \sigma(?) \) involves a schematic fact \( \sigma() \). The difference between quantificational utterances and questions is this: In quantificational utterances the schematic fact is turned into a complete (quantificational) fact. Not so with questions: questions express schematic rather than complete facts.

At this point a question arises. I said that sentences containing quantificational expressions do not express schematic facts, but complete facts (namely quantificational facts). That is so, I said, because the parametrized argument role is not free but 'bound' by the quantifier. But question-words also bind an argument role of the relation expressed by the verb: In 'Who came?', the question-word binds the argument role linked to the subject position, exactly as 'Someone came' binds the argument role linked to the subject position. Still, I maintained, questions express schematic facts. How can that be? How can binding affect schematicity in one case but not in the other?

In fact there are two forms of binding, and two senses in which a quantificational expression \( \text{Quant} \) (e.g. 'someone' or 'everything') 'binds' a particular argument role. \( \text{Quant} \) does two things:

(i) It has the effect of parametrizing a particular argument role, namely that which is linked to the grammatical position occupied by \( \text{Quant} \) in the sentence. In this respect there is no difference between a quantificational expression \( \text{Quant} \) and a question-word \( \text{Wh} \). They both parametrize a particular argument role through the BTL principle. The latter must be reformulated as a general principle concerning parametrization: Both quantificational expressions and question-words parametrize a particular argument role in the relation expressed by the verb, namely that argument role which is linked to the grammatical position occupied by the expression. Expressions which have this property I call 'parametrizers'. A parametrizer, whether a quantificational expression or a question-word, 'binds' a particular argument role in the sense of parametrizing it. But quantificational expressions do something else as well.

(ii) \( \text{Quant} \) denotes a quantifier. That quantifier 'binds' the parametrized argument role in the sense that it quantifies over its values. Binding in this sense has the effect of completing the schematic fact into a quantificational fact. A question-word \( \text{Wh} \) does not 'bind' the parameter in this sense, for it does not denote a quantifier — indeed it does not denote anything. The meaning of a question-word is pragmatic: question-words
signal that the utterance is a question, that is, an utterance with certain felicity conditions, and presuppose that those conditions are satisfied. Question-words therefore constrain the context in which the sentence containing them occurs, but make no contribution to the content expressed by such sentences (except insofar as they parametrize the argument role linked to the position they occupy).

So much for *wh*-questions. *Yes-no* questions are a more delicate matter, because they do not appear to express a schematic fact. According to the traditional speech-act analysis, a *yes-no* question such as 'Is John home?' expresses a complete proposition, rather than a propositional function. In situation theory, however, a fact consists of a relation, a sequence of arguments, and a polarity. So far I have been concerned only with one form of schematicity: that which results from parametrizing an argument role. But it is also possible for the formal constituents of the fact, viz. the relation or the polarity, to be parametrized. *Yes-no* questions can thus be construed as a special case in which parametrization concerns the polarity of the expressed fact. If we use question marks to represent parametrized constituents, the difference between *wh*-questions like 'Who is bald?' and *yes-no* question like 'Is Paul bald?' comes out as follows:

- Who is bald? = <<Bald₁, ?, +>>
- Is Paul bald? = <<Bald₁, Paul, ?>>

This analysis, however, raises a serious objection. As Cornulier pointed out in his insightful paper on the semantics of questions (Cornulier 1982), a *yes-no* question such as 'Is Paul bald?' is not equivalent to its negation: 'Is not Paul bald?' The first question asks whether a certain state of affairs (Paul's being bald) is actual, while the other concerns a different state of affairs (Paul's not being bald). If the polarity of the expressed fact was parametrized in *yes-no* questions, there could be no such difference. 'Is Paul bald' and 'Is not Paul bald' would both have the schematic content mentioned above: <<Bald₁, Paul, ?>>.

To deal with negative questions I think we must complicate the analysis and remember the generalization I made earlier: unless it is a mere interjection, an English sentence always expresses a δ-complex fact <<s |= σ>>. As such a complex fact contains the simpler fact σ as a constituent, two polarities are involved, corresponding to the δ-complex fact <<s |= σ>> and to the internal fact σ respectively. This comes out clearly if we represent δ-complex facts thus:

<< |=, <s, <<Rⁿ, <a₁,...aₙ>, i >>>>, i >>
It is therefore possible to parametrize the polarity of the complex fact \(\langle \ll s \models \sigma \rangle\),
without parametrizing the polarity of the internal fact \(\sigma\) — the latter can be negative as
well as positive. This accounts for the non-equivalence of questions and their negations:
Both express a \(\delta\)-complex schematic fact whose polarity (but not that of the internal
fact) has been parametrized:

Semantic content of positive questions:
\[
\langle \ll \models, \ll s, \langle \ll R^n, \langle a_1, \ldots, a_n \rangle, +\rangle \rangle, ?\rangle
\]

Semantic content of negative questions:
\[
\langle \ll \models, \ll s, \langle \ll R^n, \langle a_1, \ldots, a_n \rangle, -\rangle \rangle, ?\rangle
\]

V. INFORMATIONAL STRUCTURE

§5.1 Exercised situations as 'topics'

In the course of this paper I made several assumptions which it is time to scrutinize.
Two assumptions are especially important. First, I suggested that we equate the
exercised situation and the 'topic' of the utterance in the traditional sense: that which the
speaker is talking about. Correspondingly, the nucleus (the right hand side in the
Austinian proposition) can be equated with the 'comment': what the speaker says
concerning the topic. If this equation is correct, Austinian semantics should connect up
with the vast literature on the topic/comment distinction and accommodate its findings
(see Lambrecht 1994 for a recent survey).

Second, I implied (and in Recanati 1997 I said) that the exercised situation is
necessarily external to the nucleus. If the exercised situation is mentioned and becomes
a constituent of the nucleus, then it ceases being the exercised situation and a new
exercised situation emerges (§3.1). Let me state this assumption a bit more explicitly:

Principle of Non-Redundancy:
The exercised situation must be distinct from any situation mentioned in the
utterance.

The Principle of Non-Redundancy can be abridged as: \([s'] \neq s\), where \([s']\) is the
exercised situation and 's' is the mentioned situation. It can be read as saying that the
topic cannot be part of the comment.
The Principle of Non-Redundancy raises two problems. The first problem concerns the cases in which a situation is reflexively about itself. In 'Situations, Sets and the Axiom of Foundation', Barwise gives seven examples of such reflexive situations, including Gricean intentions, the Cartesian cogito, self-referential and 'specular' representations, and common knowledge (Barwise 1989: 177-200). I myself analysed perspectives as reflexive situations (Recanati 1997: 70n). But if there are reflexive situations, why is it not possible for a situation to be both exercised and mentioned?

As I pointed out in §3.1 the reason why it seems that a situation cannot be both exercised and mentioned is this. A situation is exercised when it is presented as supporting the fact which the utterance expresses. Now a situation cannot support a fact which contains that situation itself as constituent, because a fact which is relativised to an entity \( \alpha \) cannot contain \( \alpha \) as a constituent. Hence it seems that we cannot have it both ways: Either we give up our definition of the support relation in terms of relativisation, or we stick to the Non-Redundancy Principle and give up the hope of accounting for reflexive situations.

There is a way out of this dilemma. We can deny that a fact cannot be relativised to an entity \( \alpha \) if it contains \( \alpha \) as a constituent. For a fact can contain the same entity twice, if the entity in question fills two distinct argument roles in the fact. Let us imagine that that is the case. We can relativise the fact in question to \( \alpha \), by suppressing one of the two argument roles filled by \( \alpha \), without automatically suppressing the other. In such a situation, the fact is relativised to \( \alpha \) yet it (still) contains \( \alpha \) as a constituent. That is precisely what happens when a situation \( s \) is reflexive. The unrelativised fact involving \( s \) is the fact that: \( \text{in situation } s, F(s) \). The situation \( s \) occurs in that fact twice. Through relativisation, we obtain the simpler fact which the situation supports — the fact that: \( F(s) \).

Let us assume that reflexive situations can indeed be handled in that manner. It follows that the Principle of Non-Redundancy is not unrestrictedly valid, yet we need not give it up. Reflexive situations are rather special cases; and non-reflexive situations are sufficiently typical for a generalization such as the Principle of Non-Redundancy to be worth making. If we want a more universal principle, we can modify the Principle of Non-Redundancy as follows:

**Principle of Non-Redundancy (modified)**

Unless it is reflexive, the exercised situation must be distinct from any situation mentioned in the utterance.

From now on I shall ignore reflexive situations, hence I will stick to the unmodified version of the Principle of Non-Redundancy.
The Principle of Non-Redundancy raises a second problem, one which arises even if we disregard reflexive situations. So far, I have assumed that a situation is mentioned just in case it is linguistically articulated in the sentence. As we have seen, a situation can be articulated in many different ways: through tenses, adverbial expressions, attitudinals ('John believes (that)', etc.), or singular terms in subject position. Let us make this auxiliary assumption explicit:

(M1)

A situation s is mentioned in an utterance u if and only if there is something in the uttered sentence which denotes s (possibly in a context-dependent manner).

If we interpret the Principle of Non-Redundancy in the light of (M1), it says that the exercised situation cannot be articulated, that is, denoted by something in the sentence, without ceasing to be the exercised situation. In conjunction with the equation of topics and exercised situations, this entails that topics cannot be articulated. Now that consequence conflicts with well-documented findings in the theory of informational structure.

In the informational structure literature, examples are given and analysed in which some constituent of the sentence identifies the 'topic' while other constituents contribute to the 'comment'. Think of the following contrast (from Recanati 1996: 463-464):

(1)
- What's new in the class?
  - Mary is in love with John

(2)
- How is Mary?
  - She is in love with John.

(3)
- How is John?
  - Mary is in love with him

In the first case the topic is the situation in the class; that topic is mentioned in the question, but not in the answer. As the topic of the answer is not mentioned in that answer itself (but only in the question), the Principle of Non-Redundancy is respected. In the other two examples, however, the topic — Mary and John respectively — are articulated in the answer, through the pronoun.

In order to identify the topic, a sentential constituent must be unstressed. Thus in
Mary is in love with John

Mary cannot be the topic. Whatever is stressed is 'in focus' and cannot be (part of) the topic. Other ways of putting in focus are word order, cleft-constructions, and so forth. Now pronouns are always unstressed, and this suggests that the referents of pronouns are somehow constitutive of the exercised situation, of the 'topic'. Whatever we think of this suggestion, which will be pursued below (§5.2), it is pretty clear that, in examples such as (2) and (3), the topic is articulated in the utterance. Hence we cannot maintain the Principle of Non-Redundancy (interpreted in the light of M1) if we equate the exercised situation and the topic in the traditional sense.

To solve that difficulty, I suggest that we replace (M1) by a weaker interpretation of what it means for a situation to be mentioned:

(M2)

A situation is mentioned in an utterance u if and only if it is a constituent of the nucleus of u (i.e. of the right hand side of the Austinian proposition expressed by u).

Interpreted in the light of (M1), the Principle of Non-Redundancy is unacceptable because it conflicts with well-established findings in the theory of topics. Interpreted in the light of (M2), however, the Principle of difference is fine. It says — and says only — that the exercised situation must be external to the nucleus. If a situation is a constituent of the nucleus, it cannot be the exercised situation (the topic); if an expression identifies or articulates the topic, it cannot contribute to the nucleus.

Interpreted in the light of (M2), the Principle of Non-Redundancy prevents the exercised situation from being 'mentioned', but it does not prevent it from being 'articulated'. If the topic is articulated, however, the expression which articulates it cannot at the same time contribute to the nucleus. (This is reminiscent of Austin's analysis of performative utterances. According to Austin the performative prefix does not contribute to the propositional content of the speech act, but only to its force.)

The effect of the Principle of Non-Redundancy can be described in the framework set up previously. If the situation denoted by a sentential constituent is elected as 'topic' (exercised situation), it is automatically banned from the nucleus. This is an instance of 'backgrounding'. The mechanism through which the topic is backened from the nucleus is that which I discussed in §2.3: The nucleus is relativised to the topic. Thus if we consider the 'Mary is in love with John' example, we see that the nucleus covaries with the topic: In the first case ('What's new in the class?') the nucleus is the fact that Mary is in love with John; in the second case ('How is Mary?') the nucleus is the property of being in love with John; in the third case ('How is
John?') the nucleus is the property of being loved by Mary. The Austinian propositions respectively expressed are:

[The situation in the class] $\models <\text{Love}^2, \langle \text{Mary, John}, +\rangle$

[Mary] $\models <\text{Love}^1, \text{John}, +\rangle$

[John] $\models <\text{Loved-by}^1, \text{Mary}, +\rangle$

§5.2 Nucleus vs. minimal content

On the view I have just sketched the nucleus can no longer be equated with the utterance's 'minimal content'. The nucleus results from a process of relativisation to the topic ('t-relativisation') which can only take place when the topic has been contextually identified. As the 'Mary is in love with John' example shows, that process is non-minimalist (optional), for the sentence expresses a complete proposition (the proposition that Mary is in love with John) before that process occurs. We must therefore give up the picture we started with. Instead of
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we now have the following picture:
Once the nucleus is seen as resulting from the operation of a non-minimalist (optional) pragmatic process, namely t-relativisation, we have no reason to consider it as unaffected by other optional processes like enrichment or transfer. The non-minimal character of the nucleus must be fully acknowledged (figure 3):

I conclude that the minimalist construal of the nucleus, which was adopted at the beginning of this paper as a working hypothesis, must be rejected if we want to accommodate well-known observations concerning informational structure. This, in itself, does not settle the debate over what is said: it is still possible to accept or
alternatively to reject Minimalism as a general doctrine. Minimalism posits an intermediary level of 'minimal' truth-evaluable content between the meaning of the sentence-type and what is said in the intuitive sense. In Figure 3 there still is such a level of minimal content, but it is no longer equated with the nucleus. Instead of three level of meaning (sentence meaning, what is said$_{\text{min}}$, what is said$_{\text{max}}$) there are four:

- Sentence meaning
- Minimal content (what is said$_{\text{min}}$)
- Nucleus
- Austinian proposition

As far as I am concerned, I see no reason to maintain such a complicated picture. We are much better off if, giving up Minimalism, we get rid of the intermediary level of minimal content. If we do, we are left with the following picture:

![Diagram](figure4)

The only levels of meaning thus posited are: the meaning of the sentence-type; the nucleus; and the complete Austinian proposition. I think all important semantic and pragmatic phenomena can be accounted for in a framework with only these three levels.

The picture can still be greatly simplified. In figure 4 we see that the nucleus is affected by the context in two ways: (i) directly, through the usual primary pragmatic processes (saturation, enrichment, transfer); (ii) indirectly, through the topic which itself affects the nucleus via t-relativisation. The simplification I have in mind is made possible by the following principle:

**CTT ('context through topic') Principle:**

The context acts on the nucleus only through the topic (exercised situation)
This is a bold conjecture which I cannot argue for here (no more than I can argue in favour of Maximalism). Figure 5 displays the picture which would result from accepting CTT:

```
Context

Exercised situation

Sentence

Nucleus
```

Figure 5

According to CTT, all primary pragmatic processes, whether mandatory (saturation) or optional (enrichment, transfer, t-relativisation), proceed from the exercised situation. This is clear at least in the case of t-relativisation, which is obviously topic-dependent. In the case of enrichment too, the topic (the situation talked about) appears to be the controlling factor. If we are talking about a policeman regulating the traffic, the sentence 'He stopped three cars this morning' will be understood as entailing that the cars were stopped by means of an appropriate signal to the driver, rather than, say, by pressing the brakes (Rumelhart 1979). In this typical instance of top-down enrichment, it is the knowledge of the situation talked about which enables an interpreter to correctly recover the intended meaning.  

In the example I have just mentioned a minimalist would argue that the entailment at issue is not 'semantic': the proposition literally expressed is the proposition before enrichment, namely the minimal proposition that the policeman stopped the cars in some way or other. Maybe so. But there are cases in which the proposition literally expressed is so vanishingly abstract as to hardly make sense. Thus in Desire, a film by Frank Borsage (1936), the following dialogue takes place:

- Pedro!
- Yes sir.
- Take the plate to the kitchen and disarm the fricassee.

What does the complex phrase 'disarm the fricassee' literally mean? It is hard to tell. To make sense of that phrase, we must know the situation talked about. In the film, the exercised situation contains the following facts: (i) Gary Cooper (the speaker) is handing a fricassee plate to the waiter (Pedro); (ii) the fricassee plate contains a gun;
That enrichment is topic-dependent has been noted many times in connection with so-called 'incomplete quantifiers' (see e.g. Recanati 1986: 60-61, Neale 1990: 115-116). So we can admit the CTT as far as enrichment is concerned. But what about saturation? Saturation is supposed to be rule-dependent rather than topic-dependent. Let me summarize the traditional view concerning the saturation of indexicals:

**Indexicals and saturation: the traditional view**

It is a semantic rule (e.g. the rule that 'I' refers to the speaker) which determines the contextual value of an indexical. The situation talked about is irrelevant here. Different indexicals depend upon different aspects of the context of utterance, but that context is distinct from the situation talked about. The context includes the speaker, the hearer, the time of utterance and such things. It can contain the situation talked about as a particular parameter, but it is distinct from it.

This view is known to be defective or at least exaggerated. Saturation is much more topic-dependent and much less rule-dependent than it suggests. Genitives provide a classical example of the need for contextual saturation: an utterance including the phrase 'John's book' does not express a complete proposition unless a particular relation has been identified as holding between the book and John. Now which particular relation is contextually singled out clearly depends on the situation talked about. The same thing holds for demonstratives: what a demonstrative like 'he' or 'this' refers to is highly topic-dependent. In general, semantic underdetermination can be overcome only by the participants' knowledge of the exercised situation. (See e.g. Clark 1992 on 'contextual expressions'.) It is only 'pure indexicals' — admittedly a very limited category — which are immune to that sort of topic-dependence.

The traditional view can easily accommodate the topic-dependence of (impure) indexicals, however. The only thing one has to do is to take the topic on board as one contextual parameter among others. Thus we could rephrase Austinian semantics within a Kaplanian sort of framework, by treating the meaning of a sentence as a function from extended Kaplanian contexts to Austinian propositions (where an 'extended Kaplanian (iii) that gun has just fallen from the hands of someone during a brief fight around the dinner table. With respect to that situation, the phrase 'disarm the fricassee' makes sense: it means that the waiter must remove the gun from the plate. This is, again, a typical instance of top-down enrichment; and it clearly involves the situation talked about. (Other examples in the same vein can be found in Searle 1978 and 1980; see also Travis 1975, 1981). Whether a minimal proposition can still be isolated in such examples is a central issue for the debate over what is said, but not one I can deal with in the limits of this paper.
context' is a Kaplanian context containing the exercised situation along with the standard parameters).

The CTT represents a totally different option: All contextual features relevant to the determination of what is said are construed as aspects of the exercised situation. Exercised situations thus replace Kaplanian contexts. This view is perfectly compatible with the notion that indexicals are rule-governed. The 'rules' governing indexicals are essentially constraints on their use; and these constraints, in turn, can be described as constraints on the exercised situation. Thus a referential expression (be it an indexical or a proper name) can be construed as demanding that the exercised situation contain an appropriate referent. Here 'demands that' can be replaced by: 'is felicitously used only if'. The Familiarity Theory of Definiteness (Hawkins 1978, Heim 1988) can be reformulated within that sort of framework, but I will not go into this matter here.

§5.3 Topics and truth-conditions

According to Peter Strawson (1977: 93), the failure of reference entails a 'truth-value gap' only when the referring expression contributes the 'topic' of the utterance. Consider, for example, utterances (5) and (6):

(5) The King of France visited the Exhibition yesterday

(6) The Exhibition was visited by the King of France yesterday

As there is no King of France, both (5) and (6) suffer from reference failure; but in (6) the topic is the Exhibition, while in (5), presumably, the topic is the King of France.\(^{17}\) Hence the failure of reference is felt as more damaging in (5) than it is in (6). As the object which the speaker attempts to talk about and characterize in (5), namely the King of France, does not exist, the characterization of that object as having visited the Exhibition yesterday is 'neither correct nor incorrect'. In (6), however, the object talked about and putatively characterized, namely the Exhibition, undoubtedly exists; the failure of reference only affects the characterization which is offered of that object.

I think Strawson is right in his observation that our intuitions concerning falsity and truth-value gaps in cases of reference failure depend a lot on the topic of discourse.\(^{18}\) Apparently Stephen Neale thinks this is a reason for disregarding those intuitions, for, he says,

\(^{17}\) Normally (though not invariably) the subject term identifies the topic.

\(^{18}\) Strawson's claim about topics and truth-value gaps should be carefully separated from his claim concerning the semantic role of definite descriptions. If we are uncertain
Surely the truth-value of what one says depends upon whether the world is as one has said it is; to let the decision as to whether one has said something false or said nothing at all depend upon such things as what is the primary or overriding focus of the discourse at any given moment — to the extent that such a notion is even theoretically manageable — is to give up this idea. Indeed it is to give up doing serious semantical work altogether... (Neale 1990: 28)

I think Neale is moved by the putative fact that (5) and (6), which differ only by their respective 'topic', express the same proposition. How then could they fail to have the same truth-value? There is the world on the one hand, and a single proposition — that which both (5) and (6) express — describing the world as being thus and so on the other hand. If the world is as described by that proposition, (5) and (6) are both true; if not, they are both false. How could extraneous matters such as the 'point' of the statement affect the truth-value of the utterance?

Neale's remark concerning the alleged truth-conditional irrelevance of topics objects not only to Strawson's treatment of truth-value gaps but also to my version of that definite descriptions are singular terms, we should use examples involving names rather than descriptions. Suppose we have heard of a city in Spain, called Torpedo, with certain properties. Unbeknownst to us, the city does not exist (the person who mentioned it was joking, but we did not realize). John, who has also heard of the city, expressed the desire to visit it while in Spain. A couple of days after his departure, I ask my friend: 'Where do you think John is presently?' She answers: 'John is either in Valencia or in Torpedo, depending on how much time he spent in France'. Suppose that in fact John is still in France. Then we are prone to consider my friend's utterance as false, even if we know that Torpedo does not exist. For we are talking about John's present location, and what is said about his location ('either in Valencia or in Torpedo') is clearly incorrect. The non-existence of Torpedo does not make it any less incorrect as a characterization of John's current location. Contrast this case with the case in which we are talking, not about John, but about Torpedo. I say to my friend: 'Torpedo is very small'. Is this true or false? According to Strawson, 'if we know of the reference-failure, we know that the statement cannot really have the topic it is intended to have and hence cannot be assessed as putative information about that topic' (Strawson 1977: 93). The speaker makes neither a correct nor an incorrect statement about Torpedo, for there is no such thing as Torpedo.

(5) and (6) also differ at the level of grammatical form, but this is irrelevant. A difference in context is sufficient to induce the relevant difference in topic, without any accompanying grammatical difference. It is that sort of case which Neale has in mind.
Austinian semantics. If Neale is right, the view I have sketched is badly mistaken: it presents itself as a theory of truth and content, while in fact it's only a theory about 'topics' and related pragmatic issues.

Neale is not alone in thinking that topics have no (direct) relevance to truth-conditions; that claim is almost universally accepted among philosophers. This is because we have rather strong intuitions, for example the intuition that an active sentence and its passive counterpart (e.g. (5) and (6) above, or 'John kissed Mary' and 'Mary was kissed by John') say the same thing and are true in the same circumstances, despite their difference in informational structure. In the same way, the sentence 'Mary is in love with John' was presented above in three different contexts characterized by a variation in the topic of the utterance:

(1)  [- What's new in the class?]  
     - Mary is in love with John 

(2)  [- How is Mary?]  
     - She is in love with John. 

(3)  [- How is John?]  
     - Mary is in love with him 

Intuitively, it seems that 'Mary is in love with John' in (1), 'She is in love with John' in (2), and 'Mary is in love with him' in (3) all have the same truth-conditions, despite the difference in their respective topics. The fairly strong intuitions we have concerning those examples suggest a general principle:

*Invariance Principle*

The truth-conditions of an utterance are invariant under topic change.

Evidently, this principle conflicts with the theory I have sketched.

Despite our intuitions to the contrary, I think the Invariance Principle is misguided. There are cases in which a change in topic affects the intuitive truth-conditions of the utterance: All the cases in which the topic is unarticulated ('extrasentential topic cases', as I call them) fall in that category. It is when the topic is articulated in the sentence ('sentential topic cases') that we have strong intuitions in support of the Invariance principle; but I will show that those intuitions themselves can easily be accounted for without accepting the Principle.

Let us start with extrasentential topic cases. Consider the Barwise-Etchemendy example I mentioned earlier in this paper (§1.1). Commenting on the poker game I am
watching, I say 'Claire has the ace of hearts'. Let us call the poker game in question ‘pk1’. Now suppose that, unbeknown to me, another poker game is taking place elsewhere; let us call it 'pk2'. According to Barwise and Etchemendy, my utterance is true iff pk1 supports <<Claire has the ace of hearts>>. Thus if I am mistaken and Claire is not a participant in the game I am watching (pk1), my utterance is false, even if Claire is a participant in the game pk2 and has the ace of hearts there. The truth-conditions of my utterance are therefore different from what they would have been had pk2 been the topic of my utterance instead of pk1. My actual utterance is about pk1 and expresses the Austinian proposition (7); the counterfactual utterance would have been about pk2 and would have expressed the Austinian proposition (8):

\[(7) \quad \text{[pk1]} \models \text{<<Has}^2, \text{<Claire, the ace of hearts>, +>>}\]

\[(8) \quad \text{[pk2]} \models \text{<<Has}^2, \text{<Claire, the ace of hearts>, +>>}\]

Our intuitions in cases like this go against the Invariance Principle, to a certain extent at least. We do have the intuition that the actual utterance is not straightforwardly true if Claire is not a participant in pk1. (In contrast, the counterfactual utterance would be straightforwardly true in such circumstances.) To be sure, we do also have the intuition that, in some sense, what is said is true even in such a case, provided Claire has the ace of hearts somewhere. Traditional semantics handles those conflicting intuitions by saying that the first one concerns what is 'conveyed' by the utterance, while the second one — the only one that matters to semantics — is about what is strictly and literally said. Austinian semantics handles those intuitions quite differently, by distinguishing two sets of truth-conditions, corresponding to the two levels of semantic evaluation (the nucleus and the complete Austinian proposition). At the nuclear level, the utterance is true in a situation s iff Claire has the ace of hearts in s. Those nuclear truth-conditions are the same in (7) and (8), because the nucleus is the same: this captures the invariance intuition. But the Austinian truth-conditions are not invariant under topic change: (7) is true iff Claire has the ace of hearts in pk1, while (8) is true iff Claire has the ace of hearts in pk2.

Let us now consider cases in which the topic is articulated in the sentence itself. When that is so, which constituent is topicalized does not seem to affect the truth-conditions even at the 'Austinian' level: they remain invariant, in accordance with the Principle. Thus (5) and (6) have the same overall truth conditions, (2) and (3) have the same overall truth-conditions, etc. But our invariance intuitions can be accounted for by saying that the Austinian propositions respectively expressed are equivalent. This equivalence is indeed guaranteed by the fact that (owing to the Principle of Non-Redundancy) the nucleus is systematically relativised to the topic. Thus the Austinian
propositions expressed by 'She is in love with John' (where Mary — the referent of the pronoun — is the topic) and 'Mary is in love with him' (where John is the topic) are equivalent, even though structurally they are quite different:

\[ [\text{Mary}] \models <<\text{Love}^1, \text{John}, +>> \]

\[ [\text{John}] \models <<\text{Loved-by}^1, \text{Mary}, +>> \]

The first Austinian proposition says of Mary that she has the property of loving John; the second Austinian proposition says of John that he has the property of being loved by Mary. Though equivalent, those propositions are different, as their constituents (the exercised situation and the nucleus) are different. Exactly the same thing can be said of the Strawsonian examples (5) and (6).

I conclude that topics are truth-conditionally relevant, appearances to the contrary notwithstanding. In extrasentential topic cases, the nuclear truth-conditions are invariant under topic change, but the Austinian truth-conditions systematically vary. In sentential topic cases, the Austinian truth-conditions are invariant (because the Austinian propositions are equivalent) but, owing to the primary pragmatic process of relativisation, the nuclear truth-conditions co-vary with the topic.
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